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Abstract – A case study to determine performance of Mobile Bunch Catcher (MBC) was done at FGV Plantations (M) Sdn Bhd. One period time was used for test this machine and area coverage about 32 hectare. Using 2 workers as driver and co-worker, MBC will be used to minimize loose fruits collector during harvesting process. A machine was tested at different topography where the area are flat area, mild undulating and heavy undulating. This machine also tested with 2 method of testing, simulation test and Fresh Fruit Bunch (FFB) production test within limitation of palm height from 3 meter to 5.5 meter. From result, FFB production was recorded from 1.3 to 2.4 ton/worker/day. From experiment also shows MBC can maximize labours productivity in oil palm plantation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oil palm planted area in 2015 reached 5.64 million hectares, an increase of 4.6% as against 5.39 million hectares recorded in the previous year. This was mainly due to the increase in new planted areas especially in Sarawak, which recorded an increase of 13.9%. Sabah is still the largest oil palm planted state, with 1.54 million hectares or 27% of the total oil palm planted area, followed by Sarawak with 1.44 million hectares or 26%, while Peninsular Malaysia accounted for 2.66 million hectares or 47%. In 2015, CPO production recorded a marginal increase of 1.5% to 19.96 million tons as against 19.67 million tons produced in 2014. The increase was due to higher FFB processed, arising from the increase in new matured areas coming into production, especially in Sarawak. CPO production in Peninsular Malaysia and Sarawak increased by 3.6% and 7.6% to 10.54 million tons and 3.70 million tons respectively. CPO production in Sabah, however, recorded a decline of 5.5% to 5.72 million tons. The FFB yield for 2015 was slightly lower by 0.8% to 18.48 tons per hectare from 18.63 tons per hectare achieved in 2014. Sabah registered a decline of 6.3% to 19.99 tons per hectare as against 21.34 tons per hectare achieved in the previous year. Peninsular Malaysia and Sarawak, however recorded increases. FFB yield for Peninsular Malaysia improved by 3.0% to 18.77 tons per hectare, while that of Sarawak increased marginally by 0.5% to 16.21 tons per hectare. Sarawak’s FFB yield was relatively lower as compared to other regions as 25% of its matured area were young palms [1].

All figures above show a productivity of FFB where the total of CPO produce after processing all FFB at mill. To produce FFB, a work call harvesting of FFB, where works include cutting stalk, cutting frond, load FFB into transporter bucket, staging frond and collecting loose fruits. Loose fruits is presently in operation not amenable to mechanization, but loose fruits collection in in – field collection using traditional method as racking, scrapper and net [2]. Solah (2009) stated that 3% -5% not collected loose fruit when harvesting time [3]. When collected using traditional method it will be contributed 60% trash from consignment. Also Rahim 2012 [4] study a time uses during loose fruits collection which take about 28% from harvesting time. Important and the success factors for the machine characteristic must be robust, easy to use and simple maintenance. The easy to operate machine will increase productivity and the simple maintenance will decrease downtime and save your bottom line [5]. To overcome this problem, Azali Awaludin (2016) designed a conceptual of mobile bunch catcher as figure 1 [2]. After fabrication and design this machine show as in figure 2.
This study focuses on using MBC machinery in the production of FFB in FGV plantation. Besides reducing foreign labor, MBC reduces damage on FBB during harvesting, with the main objective being no loss of fruits at the palm base. FFB is delivered to the mill in clean condition, increasing oil extraction rate. MBC requires a medium amount of capital, yet effective mechanization returns factors of work efficiency, quality of FFB produced, labor utilization, and management of an effective oil palm plantation. A recent study was conducted on MBC to gather information such as test equipment. This testing aimed to reduce costs, labor, and increase FFB productivity.

II. INFORMATION OF MOBILE BUNCH CATCHER
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Mobile bunch catcher was designed to suit harvesting work and catch loose fruits. Equipped with a large 'catcher' that holds one FFB at a time, MBC is designed with hydraulic mechanical equipment for easy driving and maneuvering in harvesting paths. Figure 3-7 shows information and interesting parts of MBC.

III. MATERIAL AND METHOD

The methodology of evaluation is based on background topography, system work, and test procedure. In Malaysia, Felda Global Ventures have 258,000 hectares of plantation area. Yong (2013), Figure 8 presented data topography for Felda Global Venture Plantation Malaysia: 26% is Flat to gentle undulating (below 4° slope), 49% is moderately hilly (slope 5° -12°) and hilly is 25% (slope over 12°) [6]. The evaluation was based on...
time recorded where time was recorded during FFB harvesting. A total of bunches will counted to know average FFB tons per day in using MBC. MBC also tested for topography of flat, mild undulating and undulating. MBC machine, will entered the harvesting path and one labour were cut the frond harvesting FFB. MBC standby at harvesting path and adjust the catcher to ‘catch’ loose fruit and FFB. Production of FFB will recorded for this activity for each topography.

IV. INFORMATION OF AN OIL PALM FRESH FRUIT BUNCH INFIELD COLLECTION

1. Requirements labour intensive to harvest. The ratio of workers to the acre is between 1:16 to 1:18
2. Individual Task - harvester workers divided according to individual tasks ranging from 8-10 rows harvested per harvester. This causes the day to harvest a large area and difficult job of quality control that works with supervision.
3. Load FFB - Evacuate FFB from the base of the tree requires people or wheelbarrow. This work can reduce production of FFB because energy is used manually to evacuating FFB.
4. Loose collection - To collect loose fruit for energy focusing to transport FFB bunches must be brought to the factory within 24 hours after harvest, resulting in a loose net seeds are not collected.

V. METHOD OF MOBILE BUNCH CATCHER TESTING

Mobile bunch Catcher tested with 2 method

- Simulation test
  In oil palm plantation, system of work implement to worker based on area coverage and job description. Works was divided based on area and total of labour. 30 sample were choice at plantation and suit with machine limitation. Simulation test have 6 parameter (figure 6) as below:
  - Topography flat (pattern 1 to 1)
  - Topography flat (pattern 1 to 2)
  - Topography mild undulating (pattern 1 to 1)
  - Topography mild undulating (pattern 1 to 2)
  - Topography undulating (pattern 1 to 1)
  - Topography undulating (pattern 1 to 2)

  Step – MBC move into harvesting path. Simulate as 1 bunch per palm (1 to 1) and 2 bunch (1 to 2). MBC park and align to suit FFB fall. MBC raise mast and move catcher to nearest ripe bunch. MBC movement will following harvester. Time will recorded for all activities.

- Production test
  This method test MBC to the limit in harvesting FFB. All ‘issue list’ and production of FFB recorded. From Ramesh Veloo (2010) proposed ratio 1 labour to 7 hectare for activities in plantation [7]. 2 labour divided to do works as:-
  1. Driver – Operator of machine, load FFB if not fall into bucket and collect loose fruit.
  2. Co-driver – Harvester and staging frond.

VI. RESULT

- Simulation test
  After testing, MBC can produced FFB per day as result below (figure 10):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>1 hectare</th>
<th>8 hour working</th>
<th>Tonne/man-day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat (pattern 1 to 1)</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat (pattern 1 to 2)</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild (pattern 1 to 1)</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild (pattern 1 to 2)</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undu (1 to 1)</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undu (1 to 2)</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Result of simulation test
• Production test
Mobile bunch catcher machine can produce up to 4.8 (average) tons per day equivalent 208 bunches of FFB with the use of 6 liter. Hectare coverage about 2.7 hectare (average) per worker per day. This machine also can operating in certain topography. Below in figure 11 the performance result of MBC during the testing.

Fig. 11. Manual VS Mobile bunch catcher

VII. DISCUSSION

MBC FFB collection and in – field machine productivity was found between 1.3 tons to 2.4 tons per day. This is nearly same with others mechanization in oil palm plantation. A specification of MBC can ‘catch’ FFB and loose fruits equip with hydraulic control to suit with harvesting environment. Below shows in figure 12 a ‘catcher’.

Fig. 12. Left: catcher in shortest arm and right: catcher in longest arm

The highest limitation of mast is 5.5 meter and lowest is 3.0 meter. The limitation of MBC on height of palm tree will be effected the production because harvesting operation using MBC need a suitable height to ‘catch’ FFB. This important to make sure all loose fruits not scattered at palm base. Collection of loose fruits will increase the consumption weight about 10%. From testing, MBC can do harvesting operation with infield collection include low labour usage. With a minimum capacity of 25 bunches FFB, MBC can easily move between harvesting path. Below shows data observed during testing:-
• Labour
Intensive labour usage because only 2 worker needed to operate MBC. Based on data, Man-day/tons are same or more from manual tradition method using wheelbarrow and other.
• Robustness
MBC during testing, this machine has high durability and low record replacement spare parts.
• Movement in harvesting path
MBC using front wheel drive to move. Advantage of this driving because load can assist gripper of tire to ground surface.
• Loose fruit
Loose fruits collected near to 90% because MBC reduce scattered of loose fruits using it catcher.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Mechanization has become a common word in oil palm industry because the shortage of labour in works examples cultivating, processing and storage of oil palm. MBC was designed to solve UN collecting loose fruits and also to deliver clean FFB to mill[8], At same time the usage of labour are fully utilized because all job will complete with 2 labour will used to the limit without any leakage of energy in harvesting FFB. Testing show, MBC can assist FFB evacuate work better than mini tractor because can maneuver very fast in harvesting path. From collecting of loose fruits, MBC can minimize all loose fruits where this machine easily ‘catch’ FFB and loose fruits during harvesting time. All result shows, Mobile Bunch Catcher machine can help yield FFB increase and increase an oil extraction rate at mill.
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